BELIEFS BY GROUP
TABLE 1: SUPERIORITY
No.

1

Jihadists’ Superiority Towards NonPg Jihadist Muslims
[A]
And this is how the sincere screams
of the noble ones - from the
31
various levels of Arab and Islamic
societies

Pg

Muslim Ummah's Superiority Towards
Crusader-West
[B]

44

America and the Western
civilization...are like a disease
... rid our ummah and the whole world
from the symptoms of this disease

2

31 ...a limited number of pure hearts

44

3

35 The elite of this ummah

44

4

...who understand both their
35 religion and the contemporary
world.

68

5

An ummah that has slept for too
64
long

For we and our Afghani brothers have
720 defeated the Soviet Union, and it was
the leader of the Eastern camp

6

64 ...has abandoned war for too long

I believe that our followers and whoever
lives long enough from us, along with
whoever God chooses from His
720
servants, will defeat America, the
leader of the new Western-Crusader
camp

7

64

...has delved into worldly
pleasure for too long

1504

8

64

...in whose hearts the attachment
of the world…

1505 ...fleeing from God

9

64

and fear of death have seeped in
both its lay person and its elect,

1505

10

...and its religious scholars have
64 spent too much time at the tables
of its sultans.

11

67

In our efforts, God willing, will be the
cure
But we know, with certitude, that God
will inevitably grant victory to His
religion and His party and that the
glad tidings of our victory - with
which we will open Rome - will come
to fruition.

The crisis of Western Intellectual
thought.

...stage of deterioration and
degeneration, and then substitution

1506 The crises of a spiritual void

The jihadists are the exemplars of
1506 ...alcohol indulgences
Islam in today's world…
1

12

67

1506 ...drug addictions

...they are the elite
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[A]

13

68

14

...the ones who invite to jihad
against the enemies of God and
against the apostates and
hypocrites are even fewer, and
79 have become the strangest of
1506 ...identity crises and rebellion
strangers. [alludes to an arabic
phrase where strangers are praised
for persisiting upon righteousness
when others have gone astray]

15

87

16

As for he who combines the pen
88 with the sword, and fighting with
religious knowledge...

1506 ...sexual promiscuity & STDs

17

...among the heads of this divinelyaided group and its leaders, its
88
banners, its scholars, and the
mujahids that call to it.

1506 …suicide

18

And their rank will even
88 supersede the ones who have gone
before them.

1507

19

The loss of real faith in the hearts
91
of the majority of Muslims.

20

And let the cowards who stay
behind hear this...

...the divinely-aided group of this
age.

Pg

Muslim Ummah's Superiority Towards
Crusader-West
[B]

1506 ...neural and psychological disorders

1506 ...crime

...the deterioration and collapse of the
Communist East

I glimpse the withering away of both
1508 the Western and Eastern branches of
this civilization...
Yet I am positive, and God knows best,
The corruption of the pristine
96 creed of monotheism among most 1508 that...its ultimate demise is not too far
away,
Muslims

21

96

the proliferation of prohibited
religious innovation

22

96

and their abandonment of the
Sunna

there are verses in our Holy Book that
calm the self and inform us that Islam
1509
will step forward and save all of
humanity, God willing.
[A]s for the prophecies, we know that
1509 the Muslim ummah will spread
across the earth.
2

23

627 Muslim hypocrites

24

627 ...Jihadi elite

The charm of the Western civilization
1514 no longer deceives the eyes or tempts
the hearts.
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25

720 ...a distinct Jihadi generation

26

720

27

Apart from the fact that their
720 pristine creed and methodology
made them exceptional

28

29

Pg

Muslim Ummah's Superiority Towards
Crusader-West
[B]

...unique both in its philosophy
and its methodology

were even more distinguished
because their will was derived from
720
a conviction that God was on their
side
...and that they could bring down
720
superpowers.

30

835 ...the so-called reformers

31

835 ...the deluded scholars

32

835 ...who abandon jihad

33

As for the jihadist-fighting creed
901 in the leaders of the 'Islamic
revival'…

34

...it has produced for us the likes of
901 the Satan of scholars (Abdel
Mohsen al-'Abeekan)

35

the bloated Imam of the
901 sanctuary, the obese 'Rabbi'
(Abdul Rahman al-Sudeis)

36

the Shaykh of Al-Azhar , who
gives us Tantawiyat [a sarcastic
901
play on his last name, that an Arab
would easily grasp]

3

37

Yet the state of the Jihadist-fighting
creed in the jihadist movement after
902 September 11th, 2001, fills one
with optimism and expectations of
great good

38

909 The creed of...the saved group...

4

